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Polish cardboard packaging producer is searching for international

cooperation in different sectors of industry

Summary

Business Offer BOPL20220811009Poland

PUBLISHED

Noriko Mita

Profile type Company's country POD reference

Profile status Type of partnership Targeted countries

Contact Person Last update

Supplier agreement

Term of validity

• World

11 Aug 2022

11 Aug 2023

7 Nov 2022

General Information

The Polish company located in Lublin region is looking for partnerships with companies interested in ecological

packaging systems.

The Polish company producing ecological cardboard packaging since 2009 proves the great potential of cardboard,

which can be used to create practical and ecological packaging. Its products are very popular and appreciated both in

Poland and abroad. Their greatest advantage is the possibility of using them in modern logistics and distribution systems,

as well as their lightness and eco-friendliness. Thanks to this, they are not only easy to use, but also allow to reduce

costs in the company. The company offers products for following sectors:

- automotive - glued pieces (fittings, blocks, boxes, immobilization inserts (transport of shaft rods, springs, springs, etc.)

multi-layer spacers with the possibility of positioning, immobilizing e.g. steel and aluminum rims transport)

- biotechnology industry - liquid containers, cardboard pallets (probiotics, liquid eco fertilizers, etc.)

- machine industry (e.g. elevator manufacturer) - large-format packaging, reinforced boxes, specialized trusses

- machine industry (e.g. manufacturers of machine components, e.g. fans, etc.) - multilayer boxes with the possibility of

fixing
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Full description
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- manufacturers of gates, windows, furniture, hotel equipment, spa offices - protective corners, glue pads, pallet legs

(complete elimination of pallets or wooden pallets), furniture inserts, doors in place of non-ecological polystyrene

- other manufacturers for individual investments (courier shipments - heavy elements) - e.g. manufacturers of

strongboxes, trench heaters, lighting - cardboard pallets, or just blocks to stick to the packaging

- casting producers (e.g. parts for office chairs, metal housings e.g. for industrial filters) - reinforced crates, immobilization

- food industry, especially producers of semi-finished products: egg masses, concentrates, malts, liquid dairy products for

the ice cream industry, walruses (juices for the production of cheap flavored vodkas), liquid sugars

- companies dealing with recycling and waste disposal - light packaging for packaging and disposal (e.g. chocolate or

other waste - where the disposal fee is per kilogram)

- pharmaceutical, cosmetic, chemical industry - IBC containers - size roses - transporting products, liquid semi-finished

products, dietary supplements, we have cardboard packaging that can be sealed

Advantages and innovations

Ecological trusted supplier that guarantees repeatability of quality, standardized processes and operation in accordance

with standards such as ISO.

Stage of development Sustainable Development goals

Already on the market

• Goal 12: Responsible Consumption and

Production

Technical specification or expertise sought

IPR Status

No IPR applied

Partner Sought

Suitable clients are usually medium and large production companies, exporting their products, including some to

overseas countries (long routes in containers). The situation is similar for companies shipping their products by air. The

best situation is, if clients' products are complex and worth a lot (e.g. components for car production) or logistics

companies serving production companies.

Expected role of the partner
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Companies that need non-standard packaging for large dimensions, with the need to immobilize the packed item on a

pallet or within the packaging.

Companies looking for very strong packaging made of multi-layer cardboard. Companies that need to keep stocks and

deliveries almost in the "just-in-time" standard.

There is also an aspect of ecology - if the recipient of our client forces it (e.g. elimination of polystyrene, wood, metal,

plastic). Easy segregation.

Supplier agreement • SME 11-49

Type of partnership Type and size of the partner

Dissemination

Technology keywords

• 10002006 - Ecology

• 10003004 - Recycling, Recovery

• 010002002 - Biodiversity

• 09004006 - Packing products and systems

Market keywords

Sector groups involvedTargeted countries

• World


